Big Pay Off Then Ball Sells Out

Dentals oversold' claim by Westbrook

Labour, in your

ACUSATIONS of contravening ball regulations led to a threat by the Physic/Textile Ball Committee to bring Engineers' Ball Chairman Roger Westbrook before Disciplinary Committee. They were silenced when Engineering Society bought £150 worth of unsaleable Physic/Textile Ball tickets.

The threat was made after Engineers' Ball tickets, which were sold out by last Monday, were made available to Union members before the Physic/Textile Ball, in direct contravention of University Union rules. Physics and Textile Societies were faced with high-d

acist Morrison told Union News that he understood that Miss Bradford's refusal to release information was prompted by Morrison's attitude towards the matter. He understood that Morrison was investigating the matter although he did not appear to have been involved in it.

Earlier, President Ian Morrison had told Union News how Lady Vice President Val Bradford had admitted that she knew something about this matter, but refused to tell Morrison.

Alan Hunt later told Union News that he understood that Miss Bradford's refusal to reveal information was prompted by Morrison's attitude towards the matter. He understood that Morrison was investigating the matter although he did not appear to have been involved in it.

Denial
The engineers' payment partially covered the £200 loss made on the Physic/Textile Ball, which was attended by approximately 1,000 people. Three of the bands booked for the ball had to be cancelled. Physics/Textile Ball chairman Trevor Leigh denied any knowledge had ever taken place. He said that Society funds were sufficient to cover any loss.

Oversold
It was also revealed that sales of Engineering Ball tickets had exceeded the limit set by Union bye-laws. Through ticketing officer, he said that it was only a matter of ten or so.

He said: "We have not over-
sold anything like as much as the Dental Ball, who have sold over 1,700 tickets for a single ball in the past." He added that the Union regulations covering balls needed to be brought up to modern standards and band prices.

Oversold
It was also revealed that sales of Engineering Ball tickets had exceeded the limit set by Union bye-laws. Through ticketing officer, he said that it was only a matter of ten or so.

He said: "We have not over-
sold anything like as much as the Dental Ball, who have sold over 1,700 tickets for a single ball in the past." He added that the Union regulations covering balls needed to be brought up to modern standards and band prices.

STOP PRESS
Hollies court row
Ed Jowitt booked the Hollies for Houldsworth Ball and re-
signed a contract from the Wilson Agency in London. The Wilson Agency have just lost a court case over the right to handle the Hollies exclusively, therefore one month's bookings have been cancelled including the Houldsworth Ball booking.

The Hollies are currently being advertised as appearing in the Rolling Stones' Tour on March 12th, which is the date of the Houldsworth Ball. Ed Jowitt's agent has taken out a court injunction against the Hollies to prevent them appearing on the Rolling Stones' Tour. He has also taken out a writ against the Wilson Agency, apparently for breach of contract.

If the Hollies do not appear at the Houldsworth Ball it is rumoured that Lord and Kate Edwards may replace Ed's offer, while the old prices still stand. We regret that the lady in the middle is not standing for election.

Union to vote on A.G.M. leftovers
A REFERENDUM on non-controversial Union business not passed being proposed by Exec. to Union Committee on Monday.

If passed by U.C., the Union will go to the polls over differences in Disciplinary Committee status (they still cannot vote) and changes in the grant structures of certain societies.

While Vice-President Alan Hunt was unable to say "we are desperate" over the situation, the other members of Exec. were anxious to clear the matter up, especially when it was difficult to find accommodation for a quotas A.G.M. in future years.

Secretary Robin Young pointed out that next year, with an increase to 7,000 students, the quorum would be 700, while the Berger-Smith could only take 650 legally. He wanted to know what would be the future policy concerning A.G.M.s and said "the Union has behaved very irresponsibly" over the last couple of A.G.M.s.

Union President Ian Morrison said he would draw up a tentative form for a referendum with Robin Young. He detailed posters giving information on the laws involved could be posted up and then people could vote "yes" or "no."

The proposal now goes to Union Committee for their approval. Last week several U.C. members expressed doubts as to the possibility of having a referendum on com-
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The letter begins:

"Due to the issue of sentence of two years' hard labour, in your absence the Ministry of Education has cancelled your membership of the Mission for study abroad, in view of your disobeying paragraph (b) of the third item of your contract."

He has no copy of this contract which contains the conditions for his grant. He has been asked to pay back all the money he has spent on him during the four years he has been in Britain. He did not study at the Technical College in Doncaster before coming to Leeds. Efforts are being made by the University authorities, Professor Carter of the Electrical Engineering Department, and President Morrison to clarify Stephan's position. The Union Committee is also making considerable efforts on his behalf.

When the Iraqi Embassy was contacted earlier this week they said: "The student himself said: "We are making enquiries but it is a long time to wait. We have nothing to gain from waiting, but we are waiting at the moment."

The Registrar's office said: "We are making enquiries but it is a long time to wait. We have nothing to gain from waiting, but we are waiting at the moment."

The student himself said: "We are making enquiries but it is a long time to wait. We have nothing to gain from waiting, but we are waiting at the moment."

Fred himself feels that the increase is necessary to maintain and improve standards, or as Morrison put it "to make the place less like a barracks," which does seem to be a general criticism of the bar as it now is.

Neither felt that the proposed increase would drive the Union member to the Eldon or the Parkhearn; Fred dismissed the suggestion briefly: "no; not at all as prices would still be strictly comparable to those anywhere. "Red Barrel at 2/- a pint is still the cheapest in the town," he added.
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Neither felt that the proposed increase would drive the Union member to the Eldon or the Parkhearn; Fred dismissed the suggestion briefly: "no; not at all as prices would still be strictly comparable to those anywhere. "Red Barrel at 2/- a pint is still the cheapest in the town," he added.
Trots, accussed at rowdy S.G.M.

BY MEETINGS REPORTER

"WE are fighting the corruption and roteness of Labour Government policies," said Dave Ashby, Chairman of the Young Socialists National Committee majority group, at Monday's Labour S.G.M. He urged the Society to recognise and support the 5th Annual Conference of the Young Socialists at Morecambe this week.

Ashby declared that the Morecambe conference was officially pressured by the Labour Party— was not just a drop in the 'face of the party. We want to provide an alternative to "the absolute corruption of the present Labour leadership," he said.

Expulsion

Opposing the motion, Mike Hoyen said that the Young Socialists would be weakened. "I admit that Wilson and Brown did not stand for Socialist policies," he said. "We saw anyone actually taking copies of Union News, 'This is a personal column. It's a personal column."

"Then I know it's a personal column, " said a "Sunday Express" article last Sunday. "We will try and get them to show their work, if we can get permission from Granada T.V."

Top food

"Lands students are the second-best fed in the college," said a "Sunday Express" article last Sunday. "They were given a taste of the real world, and variety, said the newspaper."

Photo: United Press

Mr. Robert Gardiner, Executive Secretary for the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa.

IN BRIEF...

Punch-up

Pleas down in M.J. last week when two students clashed. "Wow, that was one punch-up," said one of the students. "Two blows suddenly got up and started pounding each other. Then they took off their jackets and started throwing tables, cups and handbags at each other. Everybody just sat round and cowered. I must admit it inverted things up a bit."
WHOSE RED CARPET IS IT ANYWAY?

POOR Ian. I hear there are moves afoot to set up an ad-hoc sub-committee to supervise his social life. It would, of course, be headed and ram-roded by Margot Kent.

It all started like this. A load of Yuppies came to the Union the other day, and Mr. Morrison, as the nominal head of the whole show, organised them. They came in the morning. Margot came in at lunch-time. Hearing there were some real live Reds in the building, she screamed, "But why didn't you tell me? I'm the NUS woman, and I should take them round."

Ian replied, a little testily: "Am I here just to show the locals round then?"

Just so. Who are you, Ian, a mere President, to take on yourself the responsibility of prestige jobs like the Slays? Much better to leave it to yer betters, lad. Like Ma'rigot.

Fiasco

For months and months now, the Great Dart-board Fiasco has been simmering and spluttering beneath the calm surface of Union administration.

It was decided to get a dartboard for the bar. So an order was sent off for one. Months later (5 or 6), no board had come.

The case had, and it is now on the wall, but no board.

So the word goes out: "Cancel the first order, and get one from a different firm."

Finally the "second" board arrives. With no wheels on, and not a new board, to boot.

Some fool has heard to say: "Why doesn't a U.C. member go down town and buy a proper, new dart-board?"

Don't be stupid. What are you trying to do, throw Roger White out of a job?

I OVERHEARD (deliberately the most mind-boggling conversation yesterday. Or perhaps it was the day before. It went like this:

"Have you got the puttees yet?"
"Well, all they'd got were yellow, and what I really had in mind was more a sort of russet, you know."
"Why not try the OTC?"
"Thom? All they've got are olive-green knickers."

If I'd ever dared accuse the OTC of having nothing more to recommend them than a load of olive-green knickers, I'd probably be in the dock by now.

Quickies

THE Christian Union's got a poster out which says: "Christianity is Surrendering to God."

About time.

The Scouts and Guides are going to another brewery, I see. Disgusting, I call it.

U.N. trembles anew at the latest onslaught of Penny Red, but did you notice at the top?

"HALF THE PRICE AND TWICE AS NICE."

Everybody thought it was selling for a half penny, but Jeremy, (call me Aun) Hawthorn says it means 'Penny Red' is half the price of a platform ticket.

That figures.

DEBATES

Sappers carry House

"THE ENGINEER IS NOT A WORTHY MEMBER OF THE UNIVERSITY." MOTION DEFEATED 137 TO 17 WITH 19 ABSTENTIONS.

Mike Gonzales and Gareth Randall were fortunate in their opponents when they had to oppose this week's debates motion. The proposers from Hull could do little more than insult the intelligence of every engineer in the Chamber, and Mr. Abbott, seconding, was offensive to everyone present. I do hope they got home safely.

Even though he never looked like losing, Gonzales nevertheless spoke extremely well—how nice to know he can talk about non-political subjects as well. After welcoming Hull twice he told his fascinated audience—mostly engineers by the way—exactly what the much misunderstood engineer is really like.

Pop Art craze

In most engineers' pockets, if not all of them, you can find contraceptives, because of their concern for world population problems. They have solved redundancy problems in the beer industry by giving it their wholehearted support. They founded the Pop Art craze with carefully thought out slogans which inscribed on suitable walls. When you hear engineers singing inFred's on Wednesdays and Saturdays your heart should bleed for they are expressing the internal strife of our troubled generation.

It all sounded so plausible and was so well done that Gonzales takes this week's prize for the best speech.

Reviewed by Geoffrey Russel

Fyfe Robertson looks at Procter & Gamble

and has this to say, in a booklet on the company, about professionalism in management.

"Everybody in this British HQ, where effort wears such a casual air, is concerned in one way or another with the company's products, chiefly soap and synthetic detergents, and they are all more than willing to hook a finger in the privileged visitor's lapel and talk about their special territories. But I discovered quite early that the most important subject I was learning about was not cleaning materials but something more fundamental and (if that is possible) of more universal application.

"It seemed to me, though I never had the hardihood to mention it to such specifically dedicated men, that after a certain point it wouldn't matter what they were making and selling, what kind of business they were managing. They were managing. Just as in the P & G laboratories at Longbenton I moved from applied particular research to fundamental or pure research, so on the administrative side I found myself moving into levels which could be described as pure business, or more accurately as Pure Management."

If you would like to read what else he has to say about us you should ask your Appointments Secretary for the booklet, "Fyfe Robertson looks at Procter & Gamble Limited," or write direct to the company.

Mr. Yates of Hull proposing.

PROCTOR & GAMBLE

GOSFORTH, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

MAKERS OF SOAP-DETERGENTS-COOKING FATS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PLAYTIME IS OVER

It is not worth while at present embarking upon a detailed account of the failings of Union Committee. Suffice it to say that there must be something wrong with Union Committee for it to consider its own abolition.

There are, however, some grounds for a general improvement. It has been pointed out that there should be a more comprehensive system of publicity. It should certainly be possible for the present quota of agendas and motions to be increased to a hundred copies of each. A list of approved and referred motions could and should be made available for possible publication in Union News. One set of minutes pinned to the Union Committee notice board is hardly sufficient notification for six-and-a-half thousand students.

The raising of last-minute business, which often takes the form of in-group wranglings, should be left to the discretion of the Chair.

At the moment, most Union Committee members appear to take little or no active interest in the affairs of the individual. There seems to be an open choice for them to either take an active part in the running of the Union, or merely to pronounce, on the hard work of others. Perhaps if more interest was shown in the ordinary members and less in international politics, some sort of representation could be arrived at.

It is a mistake to say that Sub-committee secretaries do all the work for Union Committee; but in the same way that Union Committee is dependent upon the Executive, it is also dependent upon the motions brought forward by the members. For example, it would be impossible for any Sub-committee to work without the bulk of their work being done by students outside their little groups.

Surely the point is that Union Committee has contented itself for too long with pronouncements upon motions of which they are all too ignorant. Those members standing at the back of the hall, who we know will put the Union first. Men with divided interest. Wound up in the morning, they parade downstairs shop at 6A, EAST BAKER.

To-day, in the red by £2, Union News once failed at University, but his progress to A-levels has been one long gamble against bad baccalaureate and no money. Now he is proving his talent at the Tech. School, and I have no doubt that he will achieve a good standard in Physics in June. He is receiving a fair deal, but there is nothing to what the South African Government did give. Politics should allow all donations to me via the Porters’ Office, post, or by hand. All will be acknowledged unless you state otherwise.

Yours, etc.,
IAN L. MORRISON

Amity

Sir,

I HAVE read the letter of Mr. Gill, of Indian Association, in last issue of the Union News. He has echoed similar feelings while understood and expressed in my letter and it is indeed very sensible of him that he realises the importance of unity and good relationship which already exists between the Pakistani and Indian Societies of this Union.

I would, however, express my opinion that the manner of his piece of reporting as Mr. Gill calls it, and can only hope that in future it will not be repeated.

Yours, etc.,
F. R. SIDDIQI

Procedural Changes

Sir,

WITH regard to your editorial of last week, I feel that I should make the following points clearly. Firstly, the disparity in the number of people who took part in last year’s AGM as opposed to the number of people who are members of the Union. The number for last year was 6,400 students are bound to be more active than those who are less in international affairs. The difference in the number of people who are members of the Union, wound up in the morning, they parade downstairs shop at 6A, EAST BAKER.

The Society has been first-rate programmes such as you mention, combined with membership this session the quorum was 99 and 101.

The point that I was trying to make at U.C. was that if the constitution does not completely cover such circumstances, it is up to Union Committee, as the elected student body, to make a decision which is in the best interests of the Union. If the voting on the constitutional amendment was taken as final, it would have been a dangerous and undemocratic procedure.

If there were any motions brought to the Union Committee, I would, as a member of the Union, consider the feelings of those less fortunate than themselves.

Yours, etc.,
JEREMY HAWTHORN

Can't afford Records?

Dr. R. G. W. Barr

Makinson School of Motoring

＝ Dual - Control Cars
＝ Pupil collected from home.
＝ For a trial run without obligation.
＝ 4 GRAND (Thr're) ARCADE
＝ New Bridge, LEEDS, 1
Tel. 43940

Morning, Dinner or Full Day
£2 per day

Dresswear Hire Service

CHARLIE GOLDS LTD.

For all occasions—our Gentleman’s Dresswear Service Hire is the ideal and suit you — Excludes Tailor’s Work. A complete range of suits, ensuring a perfect fitting even for the most difficult of cases. The best Assured in the business.
THE ARMY GAME

Exhibits shown by the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers in the Central Court on Monday.

This is a technical branch of the Army, concerned with maintenance and design of equipment. Major Edward Dickens, in charge of the Exhibition, told Union News: "We repair everything, from wireless sets to missile projects."

Although most commissioned officers can't earn a living as REME via Sandhurst and Welbeck, Major Dickens thought there was room for the "good average" university electronics engineer.

The exhibition has just relocated from a hall of secondary modern schools in Scotland. A bystander commented: "It seems a bit simple ..."

It happened elsewhere

A look round the other student newspapers

by A. J. COLE

"This Punch-like figure, bony-eyed, nervous, striking his quick voice in the silence, his quickening instrument of the omnipresent awareness, explosiveness, and fiddling word-play with which debate in this Union is riddled. He attacked the militarism, poverty and racialism which attacked the militarism, the complacent cleverness, to combat . . ."

The leaflets, which were received by research students and teaching staff in their mail, advertise a new magazine called "Penthouse.

The advertisement describes "Penthouse" as a cultured and sophisticated magazine and boasts of Alan Sillitoe and Kingsley Amis being amongst its contributors.

"Irmwyry, The Heath, Runcorn, Cheshire."

STC

an intelligent company for intelligent scientists and engineers

STC is the sort of company in which the bright man (or woman) can develop his big ideas and work in a challenging environment using the latest in sophisticated technologies: comes, most experts agree, telecommunications, electrical and electronic engineering, and fast changing technology. If you're not up to our pace you'll discover it fast. We've got a lot of people discovered last year. And we pay rather well.

Come and see for yourself (boys, girls and teachers, too). We'll be glad to let you see our facilities and laboratories at our expense. You can make the necessary arrangements with our representatives when you visit —

LEEDS

MARCH 5th

Alternatively, you can send a postcard to


S. Thorley,

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited.

FIRST FESTIVAL DOES WELL

Drunks attack student

"COWARDS" was how 2nd-year sociologist Veronica Lee described students who refused to aid her boy-friend, 2nd-year Civil Engineer Rick Harvey, when he was attacked by drunks last week.

He was attacked as they were leaving the Eldon. Veronica told Union News: "We were walking past four men when one of them sud­denly lashed out at Rick. I screamed for help to some students, who were passing on the far side of the road. They ignored me and walked off."

Harvey's glasses were smashed and his eye was bruised during the attack.

OXFORD

A LITTLE bit of news here for the Mr. Quille

With cries of "Vengeance" and "Hands off Vietnam," 40 Oxford students joined demonstrators outside the U.S. Embassy in London on Sunday week.

The four-hour protest was directed against the recent U.S. bombings on North Viet Nam. Sponsors of the demonstration included the Young Communist League, the Youth Peace Campaign, the Youth Arts Group, the CND, and the Committee of 100.

It's a Wonderful Life

by Andre Roussin

"Penthouse" as a cultural and semi-nude women have been received by research students of so many University staff. It is still a mystery. The possi­bility of a student hoax is ruled out by the large number of people who have received copies, and that it is by no means confined to a single department.

Among those who have objected most strongly about the whole matter are several women, and feelings in the departments concerned are running high.

Said one research student from the Organic Chemistry Department: "Most people resent being sent such things through the post. We would all like to know how such a large number of addresses were obtained by the magazine."

Not all students were of the same opinion, however. One man commented: "I saw the pamphlet. It was beautifully printed in excellent colour and seemed to me the English answer to "Play­boy."" I was put off by the yearly subscription of about fifty shillings. It seems a steep price to pay for just pictures."

L.U.U. FRENCH SOCIETY presents hilarious modern comedy "LORSQUE L'ENFANT PARAIT" by Andre Roussin

TUESDAY, March 2nd

WEDNESDAY MATINEE 2-30 p.m.

THURSDAY, March 4th 7-15 p.m.

Price 3/-, 2/-, 1/-
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Central Electricity Generating Board has a great future to offer...

Two years training. For those with good humanities degree, the role will be general engineering training, including one year with a manufacturer, basic workshop training and experience in all aspects of the Board's engineering operations.

Those with other degrees can be trained in general engineering, Transmissions and Distribution of Design and Management with six months spent in a manufacturing plant.

Pay during training: 1st and 2nd Class honours degrees £353 in the first year, and £325 in the second year. Other degrees, £300 in the first year, £250 in the second year.

Why choose C.E.G.B.? Because it is an ex-...
Boredom at the Cinema

WAS sorry to see the Tower only half-full for last week's Art Festival showing of Marker's "Cuba Si."

The Trial's a good film, I thought, but requires too much mental effort for late-night audiences.

As for next week's films; well...

Best of the bunch is Topkapı (showing at the Tower) which I reviewed a while ago. It's worth a visit.

The PLAZA has picked up yet another of those beautiful double features from its bottomless bag of entertaining crap: Goliath and the Vampires and The Bloody Sword. See yer there!

The ODEON doesn't know what it's showing. The A.B.C. doesn't offer much of an alternative - the latest Jerry Lewis offering called Patsy.

Finally at the MAJESTIC we have Rio Conchos John Wayne, isn't it?

Since Union Cinema has given up publicizing its programmes more than a day in advance, the only other film left for me to review is The Birds at BODDINGTON CINEMA.
RUGBY BEAT LIVERPOOL, LOSE TO DAVENPORT

LEEDS: JUST FAIL

CLIMBING

TWENTY-ONE-YEAR OLD FEMALE . Lecper's, recent successful climb of the second success for Climbing Club since Christmas. Two other members, twiced forced back by icy ropes and heavy rain, conquered the notorious Gorgade Overhang at the third attempt, only the second party to beat it.

Both these feats succeeded through "artificial" climbing, popular in cold weather, being a technique involving the use of the tension of the rope to assist in the climb, in contrast to "free" climbing, where the ropes are a safety precaution only.

The Club was well prepared for these climbs by training on the climbing wall erected in the P.E. Department, where beginners are taught the various rope techniques and gain valuable experience a few feet above the ground, while the old hands use it to prepare for further exploits. Meanwhile, the Club meets every week-end to range from the Cairngorms to Snowdonia. In the vans, it has sent expeditions to the Alps and the Dolomites, and even more ambitious plans are afoot.

LEEDS had a convincing win over Christie Shield winners Liverpool at Weetwood last week, continuing their recent improvement. The score was 8—0, and such was Leeds' domination that Liverpool's only scoring opportunity was in the very last minute. The pitch was firm, but had a few sticky patches. It was obvious from the start that Leeds intended to throw the ball about, and this they did after a somewhat shaky first ten minutes.

Liverpool started well, but with both pairs of centres cancelling each other, they lacked initiative, and when Leeds did settle down, Liverpool's chance had gone. After 25 minutes, Leeds went ahead with a penalty by Ashton.

Leeds work hard

In the second-half, Leeds combined well as a team and the ball was thrown about in an attractive manner, but Liverpool's defence held out until finally Chapman got over for a try, which Ashton converted.

Liverpool in the last minute mounted a final effort, but a fitter Leeds XV held out. This win proved just what potential the Leeds team has. At scrum-half, Bryan showed his usual predominance and elusiveness. In the forwards, Jones, and Jay in the back-row, covered consistently, with Watson and Whittaker also striving hard.

Other results:

RUGBY. Leeds Univ. 2nd XV. 54, Liverpool Univ. 2nd XV. 6.
WOMEN'S HOCKEY. Leeds Univ. 1st XI, 1 Birmingham Univ. 1st XI, 4; Leeds Univ. 2nd XI 1, Birmingham Univ. 2nd XI 10.

Then on Saturday, the University locked all set for their 4th successive win, this time against Davenport, when, in the last 10 minutes they allowed Davenport to get on top and steal victory.

Within 15 minutes, Leeds had established an 8-0 lead. First Chapman followed up a high deep cross-kick by Florence to touch down under the post, and Austin converted. Soon afterwards, Bryan, again having a fine game, broke inside from the scrum and sent Florence in for this try.

In the last few minutes both sides failed to take advantage of several penalty attempts. Davenport reduced their arrears with two tries by Hodgson and Ferguson before halftime.

But go down

From the Davenport attack in the 2nd half, Chapman intercepted a pass on his own 25 yards and ran 75 yards to touch down under the posts. Relph strangely missed the conversion. From a quickly-taken penalty, 10 yards from the University line, Cohen forced his way over. Davenport added further tries through Laker and Joyce, Cartwright converting one. Just before the final whistle, Bryan, on the third try of the match, retained his cool, and carried off a movement started by Bryan and Ward. The University were 14-37 down.

Vickers and Whittaker were always prominent.

A successful season

DESPITE the fact that D. Bevan is away in France for a year and P. Ears has been sent down, the Table Tennis Club is coming to the end of a fine season.

The 1st team in the Leeds League are certain to finish 2nd in Division 1, thanks to great efforts from their indomitable captain, Nigel Sturbing, who backed up D. Ears and G. Walker. All of them have been picked for the City No. 1 team, and all have been picked for the UAU. Ears has been selected for Leeds No. 1, a rare honour for the club.

2nd and 3rd teams are holding their own, and the 4th and 5th teams, thanks to hard work and loyal support, are good for promotion. Tan is playing very well for No. 2, and T. Ears, E. Walker, G. Walker, A. Shreeve and D. Sims all have put up good performances. Hut is a new-comer who could prove the find of the season. Unfortunately we lost our U.A.U. crown this season due to "firing" by MCC—about which we complained in vain to the UAU. In the individual events, Sturbing retained the singles after the semi-finals.

In the R.B.U.F. D. Ears and Tan made their bid for fame by crushing all opposition in the doubles. Both won gold medals for their efforts. Tan is the most very very very good. Sturbing and Ears again just failed at the last hurdle in the singles.

We enter the Leeds Championships with high hopes of success.

TABLE TENNIS

A successful season

CYCLO-CROSS

Surprise result

GEOFF ISLE, of the University Cycling Club, regained the form he lost in last week's National Championships, when he finished third in the last event of the season at Pontefract recently.

The event was won convincingly by Richard Duffy, of Huddersfield, who proved himself the strongest against the gas-force winds. Geoffrey was the second Yorkshire rider to finish and this surprise result lifts him from seventh to second in the Yorkshire Championship table.

Results: 1st R. Duffy (Huddersfield R.C.) 63—2; 2nd M. J. Stercie (South Pennine R.C.) 42—29; 3rd A. S. Ears (Leeds University U.C.C.) 63—4; 6th C. Gooding (Bradford R.C.) 64—6.

CIRCA 100 B.G.

Gentlemen of King Charles the Second's time wishing devoutly that someone would hurry up and invent Guinness.
LAST Saturday the Leeds Sailing team won their first match of the season. In light and circular winds, the Leeds team showed their superiority from the very start. During the first race, each member of the Leeds team led at some stage of the race, with Craig Moffett (crewned by John Gledhill) eventually first, Manchester 2nd, 5th and 6th.

Again, during the second race the Leeds team effortlessly trounced Manchester. If Leeds keeps up this standard against Liverpool at Southport in two weeks' time, hopes for the Christie will begin to rise.

Then in Wednesday's match against the City of Leeds Training College, with a cloudy sky and easterly wind, Leeds swamped their opponents, winning by 24 points to 18.

Struggle

In the first race, both Leeds' boats got a good start and for the first lap were ahead of the straining College boats. Then both GTUV boats passed Webster on beat, but the win on the webster performed a smart tactical maneuvre and pulled up to 2nd position again. At the finish C. Moffett won by 60 yards from Webster.

Then for the second race both Leeds boats showed a good start and were never seriously challenged. Gledhill won from M. Chisholm, 3, who with N. Thomas 200 yards away third, and Martin Shaw just behind him.

Badminton triumph

LAST Tuesday, the University first mixed "A" team played extremely well to defeat St. Cuthbert's A & B. This gave them their second consecutive home victory.

The University first couple, N. Kershaw and Miss D. Wood, played masterfully to win all three of their rubbers. Second couple C. Gelling and Miss L. Thomson were unlucky to lose against St. Cuthbert's second couple 11–13 in the third game. However, their co-ordinates improved sufficiently throughout the match to beat the opposing third and first couples in two games.

Couple number three, D. Cockrane and Miss C. Rich­ardson, played well to win their rubber against St. Cuth­bert's third couple, making the final result 6–3 in favor of the University.

If the Mixed "A" team was going to win, they should have no difficulty in improving their final position in Division I. of the Leeds and District League, and avoiding relegation.

I suppose you want the low-down. Hoppy on the rock and rolls this week well there's the brumbeats from Birmingham who are supposed to be red-hot and the Red River Jazzband who play jazz and that sort of thing and Karen Starr who will doubtless be known to a great many of you and who is reputed to have and of course the Dawndayers and drunks in Fred's are five of them and plenty of birds and Hoppy and Chipped Potatoes afterwards and so come on a forget the 3/1 you've just wasted on your lunch and SAVIE 3d. at the Hop.
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THE BRUMBEATS
RED RIVER JAZZMEN
KAREN STARR
DOWNDAYERS

at the HOP tomorrow 3/-